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Abstract 

Emotion is a key element in interpersonal communication. The expression and 

perception of emotions can send and receive non-verbal information. Conversation, as a 

straightforward method to communicate, conveys emotional information in semantics and 

acoustics at the same time. This study investigated the effect of congruency between 

verbal content and vocal features on emotion identification in synthetic speech. The 

results show that congruency increases the accuracy, but has no effect on the speed of 

identification. This finding indicates the role of congruency in emotional communication 

between human and interfaces, as well as gives practical suggestions to synthetic speech 

design in human-computer interfaces. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Human-computer interface 

Technological devices are ubiquitous in the daily life. People use smartphones and 

laptops to work and communicate; game consoles to entertain; smart speakers to control 

home gadgets. These human-computer interactions (HCI) must be accompanied by 

interfaces, no matter visible or invisible. 

On the early stage of HCI, people used text-based user interfaces (TUIs) to operate 

computers, requiring much time to learn the commands. Later appeared the graphical user 

interfaces (GUIs) which greatly enhances the effectiveness and usability by interacting 

with graphical icons. However, simply increasing speed cannot satisfy people’s ambition. 

Reeves and Nass (1996) found that computers evoke social response in human, meaning 

that people regard computers as social actors. Therefore, interfaces should provide natural 

interactions that need little effort and cognitive load to understand the intentions of 

computers. One of the solutions is to communicate through speech techniques (Turk, 

2001).  

Voice user interfaces (VUIs) engage users in vocal communication with 

technological devices. Whereas the fixed turn-taking in VUI is completely different from 

the flexible turn-taking in the human-to-human dialogue. VUI can still be improved in 

regards of naturalness. For example, people get response from the computer only when 

they ask for something or make an order. Even worse, computers keep silent if people do 

not give orders in a pre-defined way. Contrarily, people have the ability to continue 

conversation with flexible turn-taking. As suggested by Fernandes et al. (2018), McTear 

(2002) and Nowacki (2020), VUI is evolving into conversational user interface (CUI), 

where the communication between human and computer is like human conversation, with 

continuous speech, proper manners and understandable expressions. With human-like 

features of CUI, human users can interact with computer-based applications using their 

natural social skills. 

1.2 Emotion typologies 

The terms emotion, mood and affect are usually confused and linked with each other 

in the past (Batson et al., 1992). Researchers have been working in the following decades 

to distinguish these terms. Till today, there is no generally accepted definition of emotion. 

Widen and Russell (2010) and Reisenzein (2007) agreed that a precise definition of 

emotion in science is unnecessary and impossible. In actual fact, scientists commonly 

describe emotion as an affective episode about some events or stimuli, and will cause 

behavioral changes (Mulligan & Scherer, 2012). The typical differences between mood 

and emotion are duration and object (Ekkekakis, 2012). Mood lasts longer and is about 

general objects (e.g., the world) rather than a specific event or entity. Core affect, as a 

component of emotion, reflects only the degree of pleasantness of the mental state. In the 
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current study, emotion refers to a mental state subconsciously evoked by external stimuli 

in short term, or to say, an instant feeling during interaction with CUI. 

Rather than merely forming feelings, emotion can also control physical movement, 

influence decision making (Lerner et al. 2015), and inspire empathy (Freedberg & Gallese. 

2007). Anderson and Guerrero (1998) concluded six principles of emotional 

communication, emphasizing the importance of emotion in social interaction. Emotion 

and socialization are mutually embedded in each other. On one hand, emotion forms the 

motivation and patterns of social behavior. On the other hand, the content of interaction 

influences the feelings of participants. Therefore, emotional expression is deeply 

intertwined with social interactions (Anderson & Guerrero, 1998). 

Basically, emotions can be regarded as either dimensional or discrete. Russell’s 

circumplex model is a prominent model for dimensional emotions. In Russell (1980), 

emotions can be uniquely determined by three independent dimensions which are valence 

(or pleasantness), arousal (or activation) and dominance. Dominance was interpreted as 

the extent of control over behavior, usually used to distinguish adjacent emotions in 

circumplex such as anger and fear (Bakker et al., 2014). However, only valence and 

arousal are extensively used by researchers to represent emotions, leaving little attention 

on dominance. The widely adopted circumplex (Figure 1) consists of two axes, one for 

valence and the other for arousal. Emotions are the combinations of certain levels of 

valence and arousal in the circumplex. Although the circumplex covers emotions in an 

easily explainable way, researchers were still making attempts on describing emotions in 

more complete manners. Bakker et al. (2014) re-introduced the three-dimensional model 

and took dominance equally into account. Also, Fontaine et al. (2007) proposed a four-

dimensional structure to describe emotions. The dimensions of pleasantness, potency, 

activation and unpredictability are representative of emotions in regard of appraisal, 

bodily arousal, emotion regulation, etc. To conclude, the dimensional models describe 

emotions continuously, covering every category of emotion. With this characteristic, 

dimensional models, especially the widely accepted Russell’s circumplex model, fit in 

situations where emotions occur or alter dynamically. 

 

Figure 1. Russell’s circumplex model of affect, with dimensions of valence and arousal. 
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Discrete emotion theory claims a finite set of universal core emotions. Ekman (1992) 

proposed six basic emotions (e.g., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise) in 

a cross-cultural study, where he defined basic emotions as families of related affective 

states rather than individual affective states. Thirteen characteristics of basic emotion 

families (e.g., distinctive signals, distinctive physiology, etc.) can be used for 

distinguishing discrete emotions (Ekman, 2011). This model is useful when emotions 

should be grouped into several clusters, or when emotions need to be labeled uniquely. 

For instance, it has been extensively used in emotion recognition from facial expressions. 

Yet in reality, emotional experience is usually more complex. 

As a more complete discrete model, Plutchik’s wheel of emotions takes intensity and 

mixture of emotions into account (Plutchik, 1980). It is based on eight primary emotions 

(also basic emotions, i.e., anticipation, joy, trust, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust, anger). In 

the model (Figure 2), linguistically opposite emotions are placed in opposite positions, 

while linguistically related emotions are placed next to each other. Primary emotions 

locate in the middle circle, and the higher or lower intensity forms of them appear in the 

inner or outer circle. In addition, the mixture of a primary dyad – an adjacent pair of 

emotions – can form a new emotion that is called complex emotion. For instance, love 

(complex emotion) is the mixture of joy and trust (primary emotions) in Plutchik’s model. 

Furthermore, Tabassum and Ahmed (2016) created an ontology that contains three main 

classes (i.e., ‘Emotion’, ‘Neutral’ and ‘Intensity’) and three object properties (i.e., 

‘hasIntensity’, ‘isOppositeOf’ and ‘isComposedOf’). It explains the concept of Plutchik’s 

wheel and relationships among emotions in a clear way. Plutchik’s wheel of emotions 

remedies the shortage of Ekman’s six basic emotion theory. Except for presenting 

exclusive primary emotions, it mixes basic emotions to form complex emotions, covering 

the margins in between. Additionally, it indicates the relationships between basic emotion. 

Thus, it can be applied to wider range of studies, when relative relationships of emotions 

are to analyze. 

 

Figure 2. Plutchik’s wheel of emotions. Copied from Ahmed and Tabassum (2016). 
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1.3 Emotional speech 

Emotion is a necessary component of human interactions as it reflects social 

categories and form human experience (McCarthy, 1989). The ways to express emotions 

are various, including verbal and non-verbal ways. In earlier researches, patterns of 

speaking tones (Banse & Scherer, 1996), semantic content (Hancock et al., 2007), facial 

expressions (Ekman, 1997) and body movement (Dael et al., 2012) were found in specific 

emotions. In human-human interaction, emotional information is communicated by both 

speech and body actions. While in human-computer interaction, especially via interfaces 

with no anthropomorphic appearances (e.g., smart speakers such as Google Nest or 

Alexa), speech is the primary agent of exchanging emotions. As a result, when designing 

CUI that provides natural user experience, human-like speech features should be taken 

into account. One of the natural features is the emotion expressions in speech. The need 

for human-like natural speech has led to extensive studies in emotional synthetic speech. 

There are two components of emotional speech – acoustics and semantics, or in other 

words, tone and content. Banse and Scherer (1996) validated the influence of acoustic 

cues (e.g., pitch, voice intensity, speech rate, etc.) on encoding and decoding of emotions 

in speech. Encoding studies summarized the general patterns of variation in acoustic cues 

for specific emotions, while decoding studies usually test the accuracy of emotion 

recognition of certain prosody and can function as validation of encoding studies. The 

work of Banziger and Scherer (2005) and Banse and Scherer (1996) indicated that simple 

summaries of speech features are adequate to explain the variations between emotions. 

Therefore, acoustic cues are constantly manipulated in most encoding studies. Among the 

manipulated acoustic cues, average fundamental frequency (F0), which is perceived as 

pitch, and speaking rate are the mostly used features. For dimensional emotions, Laukka 

et al. (2005) and Ravoo (2019) found in common that higher pitch leads to higher 

perceived arousal and lower dominance, as well as that higher rate leads to more pleasant 

emotions. While they disagreed on the relationships between pitch and valence, as well as 

rate and arousal. For discrete emotions, general patterns were found for sadness, anger 

and fear (Banse & Scherer, 1996; Burkhardt, 2000; Grandjean et al., 2006; Koolagudi & 

Krothapalli, 2010). Specifically, F0 level and speaking rate decrease in sad speech and 

increase in angry or fearful speech. The patterns in happy speech are quite different in 

those studies, where the levels of F0 and rate are higher (Banse & Scherer, 1996; 

Burkhardt, 2000) or lower (Grandjean et al., 2006; Koolagudi & Krothapalli, 2010) than 

neutral. In conclusion, there is no norm to acoustic cues in emotional speech. 

However, most experiments regarding acoustic features excluded the effects of 

semantic property, by using utterances with no or neutral meaning. Few studies shed light 

on the interaction effect of verbal content and vocal tone, resulting in the lack of 

knowledge in this field. To some extent, findings were contradictory to each other. For 

example, Nygaard and Queen (2008) and Shigeno (2018) found significant effects of 

emotional words on emotion identification in English and Japanese respectively. In both 

experiments, emotional words (e.g., happy words like “cheer”, “glad”, etc.) were 

presented in either congruent tones or incongruent tones. Participants were then asked to 
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identify the perceived emotions of the audio stimuli by naming task or forced-choice task. 

The results showed that naming latencies were faster (Nygaard & Queen, 2008), as well 

as that percentages correct were higher (Shigeno, 2018), when word meanings and 

speaking tones were emotionally the same. On the contrary, Eriksson et al. (2007) 

reported semantic content as little help in communicating emotions. In the experiment, 

participants listened to Swedish sentences of three emotional meanings (e.g., happy, sad 

and neutral) in four emotional tones (e.g., happy, sad, angry and neutral). After each 

stimulus, they answered a yes or no question of the form “Do you consider it to be 

emotionally happy/sad/angry/neutral?”. They found that the detection of emotions based 

more on acoustic cues than on semantic cues.  

With differences exist, researches about semantic content still share something in 

common. One of the common results is that the congruency between acoustic and 

semantic content is beneficial, in terms of increasing likability and naturalness (Nass & 

Lee, 2001), speeding up word processing (Nygaard & Queen, 2008) and enhancing the 

ability of emotion identification (Shigeno, 2018). 

1.4 Research question 

A limitation of Nygaard and Queen (2008) and Shigeno (2018) was the stimuli they 

used. Single words or short phrases are not representative of the real-world situation, 

where CUI more often involves daily expressions. Although Eriksson et al. (2007) tested 

on sentences, they focused on the congruency between emotions in sentences and in 

survey questions, rather than that between acoustic and semantic emotions within stimuli. 

None of the previously mentioned studies investigated the effect of congruency between 

verbal content and vocal features in sentences. Since in CUI, emotions are expressed 

mainly through speech with the help of variations in verbal content and vocal features, the 

research question is: 

What is the effect of congruency between semantic content and acoustic cues on the 

emotion identification in synthetic speech? 

Based on the findings of Nygaard and Queen (2008) and Shigeno (2018) that 

congruency of emotional words leads to better performance in emotion identification, the 

hypotheses of the current study are: 

Hypothesis 1: listeners identify emotions faster when semantics and acoustics are 

emotionally congruent. 

Hypothesis 2: listeners identify emotions more accurately when semantics and 

acoustics are emotionally congruent. 
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2. Method 

2.1 Design 

The power analyses indicated that, with 50 participants and a power of 0.9, effects as 

little as a Cohen’s f of 0.17 can be detected for the effect of pitch or rate. Compared with 

the partial η2 = 0.30 in Nygaard (2008), which can be converted to Cohen’s f = 0.65, the 

effect size of acoustic pitch and rate is satisfactory. Similarly, the effects as little as a 

Cohen’s f of 0.09 can be detected for congruency. As reference, the effect size found by 

Shigeno (2018) was larger (η2 = 0.105, converted to Cohen’s f = 0.34). 

Sixteen participants were recruited through the JF Schouten participant database at 

Eindhoven University of Technology. But only fifteen of them (six males and nine 

females, Mage = 22, SD = 2.59) finished the experiment. Participants were rewarded with 

a 20% chance to win 25 euros if they completed the whole experiment. Since the stimuli 

were English sentences, the selection criterion was that the participant should be 

competent to understand English well. 

 The experiment followed a 5 (pitch: -6, -3, 0, +3, +6 semitones) X 5 (rate: 60%, 

80%, 100%, 125%, 167%) X 5 (emotion: neutral, happy, sad, angry, fearful) within-

subjects design. Each participant was required to indicate the most dominant emotion they 

heard in each of 125 audio stimuli as fast and accurate as possible. The stimuli were 

presented in random order. 

2.2 Materials 

In total 5 (pitch) x 5 (rate) x 5 (semantic emotion) x 6 (sentence) = 750 sentences 

were synthesized. Validated by Russ et al. (2008), a list of emotional sentences is suitable 

for prosodic studies. For each category of semantic emotion, six sentences were selected 

based on length (e.g., “I’m on my way to the meeting.”, “I wonder what that is about” and 

four more sentences for neutral emotion; see Appendix A for a full list of sentences). The 

length of sentences was controlled to range from five to seven words.  

At first, thirty sentences of five emotions were synthesized using the Google Cloud 

Text-to-Speech API (Google, n.d.) with the “en-GB-Standard-C” WaveNet voice in WAV 

format. The average pitch levels of the majority of default sentences are around 230Hz, 

approximately falling in the range of neutral speech (centers around 200Hz) found by Cen 

(2010). The durations of the sentences range from 1.7s to 2.9s, which can be converted to 

speaking rate of around 156.5 words/min. Although this result is higher than Cen’s (2010) 

measure of around 115 words/min, it is acceptable following the findings of McHenry et 

al. (2012). As a result, the default setting of the Google Cloud Text-to-Speech audio 

fragments can be regarded as emotionally neutral in prosody. Then these neutral audio 

fragments were processed in combinations of 5 pitches (0, 3, 6 semitones higher or lower 

than the default setting) and 5 rates (60%, 80%, 100%, 125%, 167% of the default setting) 

to create 25 vocal forms for 30 sentences respectively. Each combination of pitch and rate 
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is called an “acoustic form” or “tone” in this thesis. 

The experiment was run in Inquisit V6. The coding script can be found in Appendix 

B. 

2.3 Measurements 

As one of the aims of this study is to test the speed of emotion identification, the 

assessing tool should enable participants to select emotions intuitively, without spending 

much time on reading or thinking. To satisfy the requirement, the adaptation of an 

animative scale called PrEmo2 was adopted (Figure 3). Since the animations of PrEmo2 

are not publicly available, the gray-scale still version copied from Laurance and Desmet 

(2017) is used. There is no neutral emotion in the original PrEmo2, so the first frame of 

animations was taken as neutral. Besides, only four emotions in PrEmo that are similar to 

happy, sad, angry and fearful, which are joy, sadness, dissatisfaction and fear, were used. 

In total, five options were provided to participants. Only pictures were presented to 

participants, with no textual hints of emotion categories. 

 

Figure 3. The adaptative of PrEmo2. 

2.4 Procedure 

The experiment was completed fully online. Participants performed the experiment 

with their own computers or laptops. 

At the beginning of the experiment, participants read the informed consent form 

which contained a short introduction to the present study and the procedure of the 

experiment. After confirming the participation, they are guided to the main section of the 

experiment, consisting of 125 trials. In each trial, participants heard an emotional 

sentence synthesized in certain combination of pitch and rate, and then chose the most 

dominant emotion out of instinct as fast and accurate as possible from the adaptative of 

PrEmo2. At the end, a survey asked some general questions about the experiment and 

gathered demographic information from participants. 
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3. Results 

This section reports the results of data analysis, mainly regards the test of accuracy 

and response time. Data was gathered from sixteen participants, but one of them did not 

complete the experiment. So, data analysis was based on fifteen participants.  

As stated in 1.3, there are no universally agreed acoustic features of emotions. So, 

the congruency between acoustic forms and semantic emotions was determined by the 

collected data. The data showed that neutral sentences were classified as emotionally 

neutral most, no matter what the pitch and rate was. Therefore, the most chosen emotion 

of neutral sentences in an acoustic form could not be regarded as the emotion of that form, 

otherwise almost all the forms were congruent with neutral. As a result, a form was seen 

as emotionally neutral only when two criteria were met: (1) over half of participants 

identified neutral sentences as emotionally neutral; (2) neutral had one third more votes 

than the second most chosen emotion. Otherwise, this form would be congruent with the 

second most chosen emotion. The visualization of congruency between acoustic forms 

and semantic emotions is shown in Figure 4. Each dot represents an acoustic form of 

corresponding pitch and rate. The color of the block means the perceived emotion of 

certain form. In the current study, combinations of moderate pitch and tone were 

congruent with neutral (grey blocks); high pitch and rate were mainly congruent with 

happy (green blocks); low rate was congruent with sad (blue blocks); low pitch and high 

rate were congruent with angry (orange blocks). There were three forms that were 

congruent with two emotions (e.g., +6 pitch and 167% rate was congruent to happy and 

fearful at the same time). Emotions that are not labelled were not congruent with the 

corresponding form. For example, the acoustic form of +3 pitch and 125% rate is 

congruent with semantically happy, and is incongruent with neutral, sad, angry or fearful.  

 

Figure 4. Congruency between semantic emotions and acoustic forms. Grey blocks are for neutral; green 

for happy; blue for sad; orange for angry; yellow for fearful. 

The distribution of response time of emotion identification was clearly right skewed 
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as in Figure 5. After a logarithm transformation, the distribution of logarithmic response 

time better fit the normal curve. For the convenience of statistical tests, analysis of 

response time data in this section was based on the logarithm of response time. Eleven 

trials with extreme values of logarithmic response time were excluded from the dataset. 

 

Figure 5. Upper: histogram of response time and logarithm of response time. Lower: fitted probability 

distribution of response time and logarithm of response time. In both plots, response time is measured in 

second, while logarithm is taken on response time in millisecond. 

3.1 Open Question 

At the end of the experiment, participants were required to retrospect whether their 

responses were based on “content of the sentence”, “tone of the sentence”, or “both 

content and tone”, as well as give a short explanation. Most of the participants made their 

judgements based on both content and tone. The frequencies of the basis of judgements 

were presented in Figure 6. Eight subjects further specified the interaction effect, while 

four of them indicated that they primarily based their decisions on affective meaning, and 

then tone of sentences would be taken into consideration when they were unsure about the 

content. A full list of answers to the open question asking participants to specify their 

choice of how they made their judgements” can be found in Appendix C. 

 

Figure 6. On what participants based their judgements. 

In general, both semantic cues and acoustic cues contributed to emotion recognition 
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in synthetic speech. 

3.2 Response time 

The analysis of response time (RT) was based on correct responses only. The average 

of logarithmic RTs of correct responses in congruent and incongruent conditions were 

6.79 and 6.82, with standard deviations of 0.82 and 0.81 respectively (Figure 7). 

Considering that participants responded to different combinations of emotion and 

acoustic form only once in random orders, the data was treated as independent in the 

analysis. This restriction resulted in less statistical power, but allowed the researcher to 

test the difference between RTs to congruent audios and to incongruent audios. An 

independent t-test with logarithmic RT as dependent variable, and congruency as 

independent variable, was performed. Although mean logarithmic RT in congruent 

conditions is slightly shorter than that in incongruent conditions, they did not significantly 

differ from each other (t = .42, p = .68). At least in the collected data, the congruency 

between semantic cues and acoustic cues is not an indication to faster response time, 

rejecting Hypothesis 1. 

  

Figure 7. Left: Average of logarithmic response time in congruent and incongruent conditions. Right: 

Percentages of correct response in congruent and incongruent conditions. 

3.3 Accuracy 

The responses of perceived emotion were labeled as correct if they are the same as 

the semantic emotion of audio stimuli. Among all the congruent conditions, 240 out of 

401 (59.85%) responses were correct (see Figure 7). For incongruent conditions, 550 out 

of 1463 (37.59%) responses were correct. Chi-square test was conducted to examine the 

relationship between congruency and frequency of correct response. A statistically 

significant relationship was found, with χ2(1) = 63.84, p < .001. Obviously, participants 

identified emotions more accurately when verbal content and vocal features are 

emotionally congruent. This result verified Hypothesis 2.  
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Figure 8. Accuracies of responses in every acoustic form per emotion. The top plot is for neutral 

sentences; the middle plots are for happy and sad sentences; the lower plots are for angry and fearful 

sentences. The darker color in a block means that the percentage of correct responses in this form is higher. 

Furthermore, to know the distribution of correct responses, accuracies of responses 

under combinations of pitch and rate were inspected in every semantic emotion separately. 

Figure 8 shows the heatmap of accuracies in neutral, happy, sad, angry and fearful 

sentences respectively. The darker the color, the higher percentage of the correct response 

in the data. For neutral verbal content, accuracies in the center of the plot, which is 

exactly the area of neutral emotion in Figure 4, were higher than the surroundings. This 

again verified that congruency increases accuracy. In the plot for happy content, 

accuracies in happy forms, which locate in the upper right area, were the highest, while 

accuracies in sad forms, which locate in the bottom line, were the lowest. Similarly, 

accuracies of sad sentences were the highest in sad forms, and the lowest in happy forms. 

A possible explanation to this pattern is that happy and sad are opposite emotions, as 

stated by Plutchik’s wheel of emotions (see Figure 2). Although angry and fearful are also 

linguistically opposite in Plutchik’s theory, no obvious contrast of accuracy could be 

found in those two plots. Accuracies in angry area (upper left blocks) are similar to those 
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in fearful area. This shows that participants were not sensitive to the difference between 

angry and fearful tones when listening to angry or fearful sentences. The reason could be 

that anger and fear share highly analogous pitch and rate (Banse & Schere, 1996). 

Similarly in the division of emotional congruency in this study, anger and fear locate in 

adjacent blocks in Figure 4, making it hard to distinguish them acoustically. Unexpectedly, 

the highest accuracy of angry sentences appears in happy tones, and the highest accuracy 

of fearful sentences appears in neutral tones. 

3.4 Exploratory 

To know how did participants classify sentences in each semantic emotion, the 

frequencies of responses to sentences of every emotion category were illustrated in Figure 

9. In every semantic emotion, the same emotion was the most chosen one, as the 

corresponding bars of each emotion were the highest (grey bar was the highest in neutral; 

green bar was the highest in happy; etc.). This shows that affective meaning of the 

sentence indeed leads the decision of emotion identification. The existence of wrong 

responses, which were the responses that were not the same as semantic emotion, 

indicated that nonlinguistic features, in the current study pitch and rate, would provide 

extra emotional information and thus influenced perception. The most confounding 

emotion was neutral, as it was the most frequently chosen wrong answer in semantically 

happy, sad, angry and fearful sentences. Except for neutral, angry had the largest 

difference between correct and wrong responses (174 versus 88), making it the most 

distinguishable emotion that is least affected by tones. While sad and fearful contents are 

very likely to be misunderstood as neutral when being spoken in improper tones. 

 

Figure 9. Frequencies of responses per emotion. In the horizontal axis are five semantic emotions. Grey 

bars are the total frequencies of neutral responses to a certain semantic emotion in all acoustic forms; green 

bars the frequencies of happy responses; blue bars the frequencies of sad responses; orange bars the 

frequencies of angry responses; yellow bars the frequencies of fearful responses. 

Besides, whether pitch level and speaking rate influence the speed of correct 

identification was investigated. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
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conducted on logarithm of response time, using semantic emotion, pitch and rate as 

repeated factors. The main effects of pitch or rate were not statistically significant 

(F(4,789) = 0.23, p = 0.92 and F(4,789) = 1.86, p = 0.13). Neither did the interaction 

effect with F(111,789) = 1.01, p = 0.46. The non-significant results show that variations in 

pitch and rate failed to cause changes in the speed of correctly recognizing emotions. 

Nevertheless, the averages of logarithmic RT over pitch (Figure 10) and rate (Figure 11) 

still reveal directional patterns. Though not significant, the RT in the lowest pitch level (-6 

semitones) was clearly faster than those in other pitch levels (see Figure 10). This means 

that listeners response faster to male voice. Similarly, RT increased as speaking rate grew 

faster (see Figure 11), meaning that participants can decode the emotional information 

faster if the sentence lasts longer. The climbing trend of rate aligns with explanations 

given by participants about how they made their decisions, that they primarily based the 

decision on content when they can clearly hear emotional words or the meaning of the 

sentence, which possibly happen when speaking in slower rates. When the affective 

meaning was ambiguous, acoustic features affected their feelings. Consequently, 

participants can more easily capture the semantic information in slower rate, then they 

would identify emotions without spending much time taking tones into account. 

 

Figure 10. Average of logarithmic response time over pitch. 

 

Figure 11. Average of logarithmic response time over rate 
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4. Discussion 

This study aims at revealing the effect of congruency between semantic cues and 

acoustic cues on emotion identification. In the experiment, participants chose the most 

dominant emotion of emotional sentences synthesized in twenty-five combinations of 

pitch and rate. It was hypothesized that congruency can speed up the identification 

process as well as increase the accuracy. 

4.1 Summary of Findings 

The non-significant result between response times in congruent and incongruent 

groups shows that congruency rarely influence the speed of emotion identification. In 

practice, people would spend the same amount of time to recognize the emotion, 

regardless of the congruency between verbal content and vocal features. This result 

disagrees with previous findings from other researchers (Nygaard & Queen, 2008; 

Shigeno, 2018), that congruent tones facilitate the processing of single emotional words. 

Possible reason can be the different length of stimuli. Sentences used in this study contain 

five to seven words, providing people more time to react to stimuli. Also, people can 

experience the tone at the same time when they are listening to the sentence. Imagine 

when people have already guessed the semantic emotion from the first half of the audio 

sentence, and use the rest of the time to ensure or adjust their feelings. This might result 

in the similar response times when tones and meanings match and mismatch. 

On the contrary, statistically significant result for accuracy was obtained. This result 

is in line with the finding in Shigeno (2018). Emotions can be distinguished with higher 

accuracies when speaking tones match with the semantic emotions. It is quite easy to 

understand this. If people honestly express feeling, like telling others his or her 

excitement in a happy way, listeners can determine with certain about the happy emotion. 

While if people say happy words in a neutral tone, listeners may doubt about the truth of 

happy emotion. The mismatch between content and tone requires more effort to speculate 

the actual intention of the speaker. Specially, further investigation of accuracy heatmap 

(Figure 8) confirms the opposite relationship between happy and sad as proposed by 

Plutchik (1980). Nonetheless, such opposite relationship is not reflected in regards of 

angry and fearful. The confusion is probably due to similarities between acoustic cues of 

these two emotions. Both being emotions of negative valence and high arousal (Russell, 

1980), pitch and rate levels of anger and fear resemble each other, as they locate nearby in 

Figure 4. As a result, it might not be sufficient to detect anger and fear with only pitch and 

rate. Other acoustic features should be included to investigate the difference between 

anger and fear. For example, anger as an approach-motivated emotion (Carver & Harmon-

Jones, 2009) possibly experience stronger acoustics such as rising volume, compared with 

fearful as an avoidance-motivated emotion. Angry sentences being best detected in happy 

tones indicates that anger is more obvious in stronger forms. Similarly, fearful sentences 

being best detected in neutral tones indicates that fear is more obvious in milder forms. 

Additionally, both the feedback from participants and the data suggested that the 
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affective meaning of the sentence leads the judgement of emotion. This result is opposed 

to what was found by Eriksson et al. (2007). Although semantic content is crucial, the 

acoustic form affects the perception to some extent. Shorter time is needed to make a 

decision when speaking rate is low, that is when people have more time to recognize the 

content of the speech. For CUI designers, it is wise to slower the rate so that human users 

can perceive emotions faster. However, it cannot be concluded from Figure 11 that 60% 

of the default rate is the best since the range tested in this experiment is limited. 

Additionally, an overly slow speaking rate of computer may harm user experience. In the 

real life, people are likely to become impatient if they have to spend a long time listening 

to the whole sentence every time computers speak. This study gives only a directional 

guideline on the speaking rate. Perhaps many other aspects, such as conversation context 

and user satisfaction, influence the most appropriate rate level in synthetic speech. 

In conclusion, congruency between semantic cues and acoustic cues influences the 

perception of emotion. When sentences are spoken in a way that is in line with the 

expressed meanings, there is a higher probability to correctly communicate emotions, 

though the processing time is nearly the same as when spoken in a conflicting way. 

The findings of this study provide several practical suggestions to the design of 

speech in CUIs. First, the content of the speech sentences must be clear. Because the 

recognition of emotion is primarily determined by affective meaning. Second, congruency 

between verbal content and vocal features is important. Acoustic cues such as pitch and 

rate can alter the affective meaning of the speech, so the match between them is a 

guarantee to correctly convey emotions to human users. Last, the rate of speech should be 

set at a lower level in which users can clearly hear the content. However, as Figure 11 

does not show an absolute minimum point, the best rate level remains unknown. In this 

regard, user satisfaction could be taken into account. 

4.2 Limitations and Future Work 

In the current study, only two acoustic features, pitch level and speaking rate, were 

taken into account because they are the most basic features. In fact, the emotional signal 

in speech is determined by a lot more variables such as F0 range, F0 contour, vocal 

intensity, energy distribution, formants and so on (Banse & Scherer, 1996). With more 

features, a more accurate corresponding relationship between speech forms and emotions 

can be developed. Thus, bigger differences of accuracy and response time are likely to be 

found. Despite that the simple variables used in this study are insufficient to completely 

indicate acoustic emotions, congruency effect was still found. Future research can 

investigate congruent tones with more acoustic variables involved to fine-tune prosody. 

Moreover, pitch and rate were manipulated constantly in the current study. But they 

usually flow up and down in real speech. If dynamic variables were involved, it was 

possible to have a clear distinction between anger and fear. Clearer patterns in accuracies 

of semantically angry and fearful sentences could have occurred. However, this study is a 

first attempt to compare identification accuracy across tones in related field. So, 

dynamically changing variables can be considered as the next step of research. 
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An obvious lack of this study is the small sample size. With such a few participants, 

the collected data is not representative of the general situation. Findings could be different 

if more people of diverse age and background are invited. Considering the effect of 

congruency on speed of word processing found by Nygaard and Queen (2008) and 

Shigeno (2018), it is possible to obtain shorter response time in congruent conditions. 

4.3 Conclusions 

Although technology of simulating human voice is well-established, the interaction 

between human and CUI is not as natural as expected. The mutual understanding and 

communicating of emotions are key elements of human conversation, and are beneficial 

to the naturalness in HCI interaction. This study shows that congruency between 

semantics and acoustics conduces to higher accuracy in emotion identification of 

synthetic speech. The finding is a partial confirmation of previous researches and a 

footstone for future studies in speech-related interfaces. With all these related researches, 

synthetic speech in CUI will be surely guided to a promising future. 
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Appendix A. Emotional sentences used in the 

experiment. 

Neutral 

I’m on my way to the meeting. 

I wonder what that is about. 

The airplane is almost full. 

Maybe tomorrow it will be cold. 

I would like a new alarm clock. 

I think I’ve seen this before. 

Happy 

I really enjoy our family vacations. 

We had so much fun last night. 

I love spending time with you. 

I always enjoy when she visits. 

I look forward to meeting you. 

The atmosphere there is very nice. 

Sad 

I’m so sorry for hurting you. 

He never listens to me anymore. 

I regret that we broke up. 

My best friend moved away. 

That movie made me cry. 

The newspaper article was depressing. 

Angry 

I hate when you ignore me. 

She never shows up on time. 

I think that article was ridiculous. 

Don’t raise your voice at me. 

That noise is getting really annoying. 

What he said was very offensive. 

Fearful 

She never returned from the campout. 

I was terrified that night. 

She shouldn’t walk there at night. 

That noise made me jump. 

That abandoned warehouse doesn’t seem safe. 

They say he was a murderer. 
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Appendix B. Experiment script in Inquisit V6 

<data> 

/ columns = (build, computer.platform, date, time, subject, blockcode, trialcode,  

   values.trialCount, values.acousticID, values.semanticID, values.audioID,   

   values.PEselected, response, values.RT, latency, values.completed) 

</data> 

 

<summarydata> 

/ columns = (computer.platform, script.startdate, script.starttime, script.subjectid, 

script.groupid, script.sessionid, script.elapsedtime, script.completed, 

 expressions.meanRT, expressions.sdRT, expressions.medianRT, expressions.minRT, 

expressions.maxRT) 

</summarydata> 

 

 

<parameters> 

/ numberofaudio = 125     //change to 5 when testing 

</parameters> 

 

<values> 

/ trialCount = 0     //the number of finished sound trials 

/ audioID = 0       //1-750 

/ acousticID = 0     //1-125  

/ semanticID = 0    //1-6 

/ completed = 0 

/ RT = 0 

/ PEselected = 0     //perceived emotion 

</values> 

 

<expressions> 

/ meanRT = list.RT.mean 

/ sdRT = list.RT.standarddeviation 

/ medianRT = list.RT.median 

/ minRT = list.RT.minimum 

/ maxRT = list.RT.maximum 

/ resetPE = { 

 values.PEselected = 0; 

} 

</expressions> 

 

<list RT> 

</list> 
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=================================================== 

                   Stimuli 

=================================================== 

<include> 

/ file = "acuXsmt_stimuli.iqx" 

</include> 

 

<picture PE_neutral> 

/ items = ("PE_neutral.png") 

/ hposition = 50% 

/ vposition = 50% 

/ size = (125, 125) 

/ erase = true(white) 

</picture> 

<picture PE_angry> 

/ items = ("PE_angry.png") 

/ hposition = 37% 

/ vposition = 50% 

/ size = (125, 125) 

/ erase = true(white) 

</picture> 

<picture PE_fearful> 

/ items = ("PE_fearful.png") 

/ hposition = 63% 

/ vposition = 50% 

/ size = (125, 125) 

/ erase = true(white) 

</picture> 

<picture PE_happy> 

/ items = ("PE_happy.png") 

/ hposition = 50% 

/ vposition = 33% 

/ size = (125, 125) 

/ erase = true(white) 

</picture> 

<picture PE_sad> 

/ items = ("PE_sad.png") 

/ hposition = 50% 

/ vposition = 67% 

/ size = (125, 125) 

/ erase = true(white) 

</picture> 
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<picture play> 

/ items = ("playbutton.png") 

/ vposition = 50% 

/ hposition = 50% 

/ size = (20%, 20%) 

/ erase = false 

</picture> 

 

 

==================================================== 

                 Sound Trial 

==================================================== 

<trial InitializeSound> 

/ ontrialbegin = [ 

 expressions.resetPE; 

 values.trialCount += 1; 

 //values.pitchID = list.PitchCue.nextvalue; 

 //values.rateID = list.RateCue.nextvalue; 

 //values.emotionID = list.EmotionCue.nextvalue; 

 values.semanticID = list.SemanticCue.nextvalue; 

 values.acousticID = list.AcousticCue.nextvalue; 

 //values.acousticID = (values.emotionID-1)*25+(values.pitchID-1)*5+values.rateID; 

 values.audioID = ((values.acousticID-1)*6+values.semanticID); 

] 

/ recorddata = false 

/ trialduration = 100 

/ branch = [trial.PlaySound] 

</trial> 

 

<trial PlaySound> 

/ stimulusframes = [10 = play, AudioFragment] 

/ responseinterrupt = trial 

/ recorddata = false 

/ trialduration = 0 

/ branch = [trial.SoundRating] 

</trial> 

 

<trial SoundRating> 

/ inputdevice = mouse 

/ stimulusframes = [5 = PE_angry, PE_fearful, PE_neutral, PE_sad, PE_happy] 

/ validresponse = (PE_angry, PE_fearful, PE_neutral, PE_sad, PE_happy) 

/ responseinterrupt = trial 

// ontrialbegin = [values.filename = sound.AudioFragment.name] 

/ ontrialend = [ 
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 if (trial.SoundRating.response == picture.PE_neutral) { 

  values.PEselected = 1; 

  values.RT = trial.SoundRating.latency; 

  //list.RT.appenditem(values.RT) 

  //trial.StoreSoundData 

 } else if (trial.SoundRating.response == picture.PE_angry) { 

  values.PEselected = 2; 

  values.RT = trial.SoundRating.latency; 

 } else if (trial.SoundRating.response == picture.PE_fearful) { 

  values.PEselected = 3; 

  values.RT = trial.SoundRating.latency; 

 } else if (trial.SoundRating.response == picture.PE_happy) { 

  values.PEselected = 4; 

  values.RT = trial.SoundRating.latency; 

 } else if (trial.SoundRating.response == picture.PE_sad) { 

  values.PEselected = 5; 

  values.RT = trial.SoundRating.latency; 

 } 

] 

/ branch = [ 

 list.RT.appenditem(latency); 

 trial.StoreSoundData; 

] 

</trial> 

 

<trial StoreSoundData> 

/ branch = [ 

 trial.InitializeSound; 

] 

/ trialduration = 200 

/ recorddata = false 

</trial> 

 

 

========================================= 

          Complete Trials 

========================================= 

if participant have finished sound&text trial and filled in personal info, completed=1 

<trial Complete> 

/ trialduration = 0 

/ ontrialend = [ 

 values.completed = 1 

] 

</trial> 
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=========================================================== 

                           Block 

=========================================================== 

<block SoundRate> 

/ preinstructions = (IntroSound) 

/ stop = [ 

 values.trialCount > parameters.numberofaudio 

] 

/ onblockbegin = [ 

 values.trialCount = 0; 

 list.AcousticCue.reset(); 

 list.SemanticCue.reset(); 

] 

/ trials = [1 = InitializeSound] 

</block> 

 

<block Complete> 

/ trials = [1 = Complete] 

/ recorddata = false 

</block> 

 

 

================================================ 

                  Experiment 

================================================ 

Sign consent form --> sound rating --> general questions --> end 

<expt> 

/ preinstructions = (IntroPage) 

/ blocks = [1 = ConsentForm; 2 = SoundRate; 3 = GeneralInfo; 4 = Complete] 

/ postinstructions = (Bye) 

</expt> 

 

 

================================================== 

             Instructions + Consent 

================================================== 

<instruct> 

/ fontstyle = ("Arial", 15px, true) 

/ txcolor = #39566C  

/ inputdevice = mouse 

/ navigationbuttonfontstyle = ("Arial",18px,false,false,false,false,5,1) 

/ nextlabel = "Continue" 
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/ prevlabel = "Previous" 

</instruct> 

 

<htmlpage IntroPage> 

/ file = "IntroPage.html" 

</htmlpage>. 

 

<htmlpage IntroSound> 

/ file = "IntroSound.html" 

</htmlpage> 

 

<htmlpage Bye> 

/ file = "Bye.html" 

</htmlpage> 

 

 

<survey ConsentForm> 

/ pages = [1 = ConsentForm] 

</survey> 

 

<surveypage ConsentForm> 

/ caption = " 

 <p><center><b><font color=#6791B0>Certificate of consent</font></b></center></p> 

    <p><font color=#39566C size=15px> 

 <br>-  I have read and understood the information of the corresponding information 

form for participants. 

 <br>-  I have been given the opportunity to ask questions. My questions are sufficiently 

answered, and I had sufficient time to decide whether I participate. 

 <br>-  I know that my participation is completely voluntary. I know that I can refuse to 

participate and that I can stop my participation at any time during the study, without giving 

any reasons. I know that I can withdraw permission to use my data up to 24 hours after the 

data have been recorded. 

 <br>-  I agree to voluntarily participate in this study carried out by the research group 

Human Technology Interaction of the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

 <br>-  I know that no information that can be used to personally identify me or my 

responses in this study will be shared with anyone outside of the research team. 

 <br></font></p> 

 " 

/ questions = [1 = CF1, CF2] 

/ showpagenumbers = false 

/ showquestionnumbers = false 

</surveypage> 

 

<checkboxes CF1> 
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/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>*By starting this experiment</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C size=18px>I want and provide consent to participate in 

this study</font>") 

/ required = true 

/ orientation = horizontal 

</checkboxes> 

 

<checkboxes CF2> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>And,</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C size=18px>I give permission to make my anonymized 

recorded data available to others in a public online data repository, and allow others to use 

this data for future research projects unrelated to this study.</font>") 

/ required = false 

/ orientation = horizontal 

</checkboxes> 

 

 

========================================= 

       General Questions 

========================================= 

<survey GeneralInfo> 

/ pages = [1 = IntroGeneral; 2 = Manipulate; 2 = Demographics; 2 = Personal] 

</survey> 

 

<surveypage IntroGeneral> 

/ caption = " 

 <p><center><b><font color=#6791B0 size=36px><br>Part 2</font></b></center></p> 

    <p><font color=#39566C size=14px> 

 <br><center>Feel free to take a break!</center> 

 <br><br> 

 <br>In this part, you will answer some general questions (e.g., manipulation check, 

demographic information). 

 <br><br>It will take approximately 5 minutes. 

 </font></p> 

 " 

/ showpagenumbers = false 

/ showquestionnumbers = false 

</surveypage> 

 

<surveypage Manipulate> 

/ fontstyle = ("Arial") 

/ responsefontstyle = ("Arial",18px) 

/ caption = "<p><center><b><font color=#6791B0>Here are some general questions about 

the experiment 
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   </font></b></center></p>" 

/ questions = [1 = judge; 2 = specify; 3 = toohigh; 4 = toolow; 5 = toofast; 6 = tooslow] 

/ showpagenumbers = false 

/ showquestionnumbers = false 

</surveypage> 

 

<radiobuttons judge> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>What do you think your judgement were based 

on (most of the time)?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>Content of the sentence</font>", 

   "<font color=#39566C>Tone of the sentence</font>", 

   "<font color=#39566C>Both content and tone</font>",) 

/ orientation = vertical 

/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<textbox specify> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>Can you specify your answer to the last 

question if possible?</font>" 

/ textboxsize = (60,5) 

/ required = false 

</textbox> 

 

<radiobuttons toohigh> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>How many audio fragments did you think 

contained too high-pitched speech?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>none</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>several</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>some</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>many</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>a great many</font>") 

/ orientation = horizontal 

/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<radiobuttons toolow> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>How many audio fragments did you think 

contained too low-pitched speech?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>none</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>several</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>some</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>many</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>a great many</font>") 

/ orientation = horizontal 
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/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<radiobuttons toofast> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>How many audio fragments did you think 

contained too fast speech?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>none</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>several</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>some</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>many</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>a great many</font>") 

/ orientation = horizontal 

/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<radiobuttons tooslow> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>How many audio fragments did you think 

contained too slow speech?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>none</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>several</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>some</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>many</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>a great many</font>") 

/ orientation = horizontal 

/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<surveypage Demographics> 

/ fontstyle = ("Arial") 

/ responsefontstyle = ("Arial",18px) 

/ caption = "<p><center><b><font color=#6791B0>Here are some general questions about 

you 

   </font></b></center></p>" 

/ questions = [1 = age; 2 = sex; 3 = nationality; 4 = experience] 

/ showpagenumbers = false 

/ showquestionnumbers = false 

</surveypage> 

 

<textbox age> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>What is your age?</font>" 

/ mask = positiveinteger 

/ range = (15, 110) 

</textbox> 
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<radiobuttons sex> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>What is your gender?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>Male</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>Female</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>Other</font>") 

/ orientation = vertical 

/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<radiobuttons nationality> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>What is your nationality?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>Dutch</font>") 

/ other = "<font color=#39566C>Other (please specify):</font>" 

/ required = true 

/ orientation = vertical 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<radiobuttons experience> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>How often do you experience computers or 

other devices using a voice to communicate with you,  

   such as Siri, Alexa, Google Translate, etc.?</font>" 

/ options = ("<font color=#39566C>Never</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>About once per year</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>About once per month</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>About once per week</font>",  

   "<font color=#39566C>About daily</font>") 

/ orientation = vertical 

/ required = true 

</radiobuttons> 

 

<surveypage Personal> 

/ fontstyle = ("Arial") 

/ responsefontstyle = ("Arial", 18px) 

/ caption = "<p><center><b><font color=#6791B0><br>You will enter a raffle of 20% chance 

to get €25.  

   <br>To receive the payment, please fill in your archie ID and email 

address.<br><br></font></b></center></p>" 

/ questions = [1 = archie; 2 = email] 

/ showpagenumbers = false 

/ showquestionnumbers = false 

</surveypage> 

 

<textbox archie> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>What is your archie ID?</font>" 
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/ subcaption = "<font color=#39566C size=15px>(You can find your archie ID in the invitation 

email from archie@tue.nl)</font>" 

/ textboxsize = (20%,5%) 

/ mask = alphanumeric 

</textbox> 

 

<textbox email> 

/ caption = "<font color=#39566C size=18px>What is your email address?</font>" 

/ subcaption = "<font color=#39566C size=15px>(This is the email address you recieved the 

invitation with. We will send you an email asking for your bank account if you win the 

raffle.)</font>" 

/ textboxsize = (20%,5%) 

/ mask = emailaddress 

</textbox> 

 

Stimuli code 

<sound AudioFragment> 

/ items = AudioFragment 

/ select = values.audioID 

</sound> 

 

<list AcousticCue> 

/ selectionmode = random 

/ items = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25, 

  26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50, 

  51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75, 

  76,77,78,79,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,100, 

  101,102,103,104,105,106,107,108,109,110,111,112,113,114,115,116,117,118, 

119,120,121,122,123,124,125) 

/ replace = false 

</list> 

 

<list SemanticCue> 

/ selectionmode = random 

/ items = (1,2,3,4,5,6) 

/ replace = false 

</list> 

 

<item AudioFragment> 

/ 1 = "neutral_1_11.wav" 

/ 2 = "neutral_2_11.wav" 

/ 3 = "neutral_3_11.wav" 

/ 4 = "neutral_4_11.wav" 

/ 5 = "neutral_5_11.wav" 
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/ 6 = "neutral_6_11.wav" 

/ 7 = "neutral_1_12.wav" 

/ 8 = "neutral_2_12.wav" 

  …… 

/ 29 = "neutral_5_15.wav" 

/ 30 = "neutral_6_15.wav" 

/ 31 = "neutral_1_21.wav" 

/ 32 = "neutral_2_21.wav" 

  …… 

/ 748 = "fear_4_55.wav" 

/ 749 = "fear_5_55.wav" 

/ 750 = "fear_6_55.wav" 

</item> 
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Appendix C. Answers to open question. 

Questions: 

(1) What do you think your judgement were based on (most of the time)? 

-  Content of the sentence 

-  Tone of the sentence 

-  Both content and tone 

(2) Can you specify your answer to the last question if possible? 

 

Answers: 

The tone and speed of the sentence 

When tone was clear I based my answers on the tone, otherwise the content also influenced me. 

Tone/speed give a direction on the feeling, yet we as humans still want to hear the message. 

Most of the time the messages were leading for my decision 

Sometimes hearing the word love or hate influenced my opinion. But also, the tone in which 

someone spoke was affecting the way I felt about the audio 

Both the pitch of the voice (I found certain voices less emotive, and the high-pitched voice 

slightly annoying, which may have made me choose more negative judgements) 

Some voices sounded happy or sad, while the content was the opposite. 

It was a happy statement 

I used both to choose, but sometimes tone was more intuitive and sometimes the content was. 

Sometimes, I made a decision solely based on tone mostly if the person talked either very fast 

(angry) or slow (sleepy), otherwise it was a mix of message and tone 

Actually, I mostly based my judgment on the tone, only with some words that express emotions, 

I based my choice on the content. 

It began by me judging content but as it repeated, I started focusing on tone of voice and the 

content became irrelevant 

I tried to listen to the content, but a different tone did affect the judgement. 

 


